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Improvisation for Classical Musicians A collection of musical games with tips for use for performers, instrument teachers, music students, and more. Name: Author: ________ Genre: ____ Year: __ Publisher: ___ Subname: PEGAZIA You can listen here: Playing time: 01:06:30 File format: MP3, 320 kbps Size: 129.5 MB Annotation: - ABOUT! ABOUT! Long time no see!
- I hardly recognized in this wrinkled old man at the high table my old friend Peggy. - And then you and I ... - I stammered and remembered how wonderful we then caroled! - Definitely not worse than now! - Exactly, exactly! Oh, but I completely forgot - we then met another girl then! And I couldn't help but smile. â€œPeg, you are a hundred times better than I thought
again!â€� And then we looked at the child who just a minute ago was sitting at the next table and was desperately trying to concentrate on the game, and now he jumped up and hugged me with joy. - Jerry, this is my son, Virginio. You're doing great with him, I didn't even think you'd have enough time to captivate him like that! Virginio - that's really his name - laughed in
embarrassment, and then stood up and hugged us both. True, I immediately noticed that in his arms I accepted a body that I donâ€™t have now ... The story may have something in common with my work, not necessarily on the topic, I suppose. What do I want to say? Now I write reviews of musical instruments for children. And I try not only to entertain the kids, but also to
give them the opportunity to try themselves in some kind of musical instrument. And how wonderful it is that today the younger generation, like the generation of their parents, is not only fond of music, but already quite confidently plays musical instruments. And the virtuosity of performance sometimes makes music critics conquer. Agree that the prospect of hearing a new
instrument is a rare chance! And so, in this regard, I decided to review musical instruments
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